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Abstract

We define natural geometric structures called equiseparations that capture the essence of key questions
in combinatorial geometry, complexity theory, and approximation from nonlinear spaces of functions. As a
direct consequence of their structure, an unusually diverse mix of techniques becomes natural in the study of
existence questions for equiseparations. Our results and proofs take the reader on a journey through oriented
matroids and Grassmanian spaces; finite Abelian groups and their representations; Hadamard matrices and
Walsh functions; and weight distributions of binary codes.

I The Problem

First we must define what an equiseparation is.

Definition: Let E = (P,H), whereP is a set of points andH is a set of hyperplanes in the vector space
Rd, with |P | = n 6= 0, |H| = m 6= 0. Then,E is an(n, m)-equiseparationif for any pair of pointsx, y ∈ P,
x andy have exactly half the hyperplanes between them.

The structure of equiseparations makes certain questions about their existence difficult. The main ques-
tion that we have been considering is:

Given a number of points n, what is the least dimension d such that one can find an equiseparation of d
points.

I.1 The (asymptotic) Conjecture

There is constant0 < c < 1 and some infinite sequence of n’s such that no equiseparation of n points exists
in Rcn

I.2 Results in this paper and Organization

In this paper, we go through some of the main results for the equiseparation problem. First we will devote
some time to analyzing different ways of approaching the problem. This involves going through various rep-
resentations of the problem that give useful structure for developing techniques to solve it.

The results that we present in this paper relate to some low dimensional results and some reformulations
for arbitrary dimensions. We also show some partial results from a Matlab program that may help with future
development of proof techniques that extend to arbitrary dimensions.

I.3 Preliminaries and Reformulations

Since the actual coordinates of the points and hyperplanes aren’t important for the equiseparation problem,
we may represent an equiseparation in a form that only contains the relationship between them. This leads to
the concept of an equiseparation matrix which is defined as follows:
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Definition: Theequiseparation matrixX has entriesXij = 1 if the ith point is on the positive side of
thejth hyperplane, and -1 otherwise. If the points and hyperplanes represented byX are all ind-dimension,
then we say the equiseparation matrixX is realizedin d dimensions.

This formulation, however, gives no immediate information about how the equiseparation is realized.
This leads to the question of whether there is a compact way to describe all ”distinct” equiseparations.

Note that for any(n, m) equiseparation in ad dimensional spaceA, there must be an(n, m) equisep-
aration in ad + 1 dimensional spaceB with all the hyperplanes passing through the origin. Thus we can
consider theA the projective geometry forB corresponding to the planez = 1 in B. Performing a linear
transformation on the hyperplane arrangement inB will give another realization of the same equiseparation
matrix. Specifically, this will be the same arrangement.

Therefore this gives a class of equivalent relations for a given equiseparation matrix calledR(B,E). Note
that under this concept of equivalenceR(B,E) = R(T (B), E) for all linear transformationsT .

The next logical step is to determine a method of finding a well-defined and unique representative of the
classR(B,E). If we make the column vectors of ak × n matrix then taking all the linear transformations
of the columns corresponds to taking the rowspan of this matrix. This then gives ak − d subspace ofRn.
Conversely, for ak-dimensional subspace ofRn to represent a realization spaceR(B,E) for someE andB,
there must be at least one vector in its row span with the same sign as each row in E. Therefore, affine hyper-
plane arrangements in a(k − 1) dimensional space have a one-to-one correspondence with arrangements in
k dimensions with all the hyperplanes through the origin and subspaces of dimensionk in Rn.

Now we want to use this subspace to read off a well-defined and unique representative ofR(B,E). This
can be done by considering the intersection of this subspace with the coordinate hyperplanes inRn. This
intersection gives a uniquek-dimensional arrangement of hyperplanes through the origin that cuts through
through the orthants whose defining sign vectors are the rows of E.

This also tells us that if the subspace intersects a certain cell ,then it also intersects the opposite cell.
Therefore multiplication of all columns by the same column vector gives equivalence classes of equisepara-
tions.

Now we consider a couple of reformulations to the infinite sequence conjecture above. We believe that if
we only consider number of rows that are powers of 2, then the stronger claim that the infinite sequence is a
subsequence of powers of 2 is also true. We also believe that the weaker conjecture restricting the number of
hyperplanes to be n is sufficient to prove this stronger conjecture. Therefore this would bring into question
the importance of freedom of number for hyperplanes in the problem.

We can consider only equiseparation matrices that are Hadamard matrices of Sylvester type. This refor-
mulation turns out to be necessary and sufficient for the applications we use.

II The Journey: Results and Techniques

II.1 Results for generaln

Now we would like to summarize the results that have been achieved for arbitrary dimensions. First we will
consider the strongest lower and upper bounds we have for arbitrary matrices.

Both of these bounds for the equiseparation problem are based on a formulation of the problem in terms
of Hadamard matrices. This method is based on the assumption that if an equiseparation exists with2p points
and hyperplanes passing through the origin, then there is one with hyperplanes passing through the origin
whose equiseparation matrix is the Hadamard matrixH2p . This is necessarily true in dimensions which are
powers of 2 and this is sufficient for our purposes.
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Our use of Hadamard matrices will often involve considering them in Sylvester form. All Hadamard
matrices can be defined recursively in this form as :

H2p+1 =
[

H2p H2p

H2p −H2p

]
Jurgen F̈orster provides the strongest lower bound in [?]. He proves that2p/2 dimensions are necessary

for a Hadamard matrixH2p to be realized by an arrangement of homogeneous half spaces. So for our equi-
separation problem, this implies that at least2p/2 dimensions are necessary for an equiseparation of2p points.

The proof for the current upper bound for the equiseparation is in an earlier paper [?]. It is thatH2p can
be realized in3/4× 2p dimensions.

We also have a stronger lower bound for a more restricted set of equiseparations. Again we are con-
sidering equiseparations of2p points, for some p. If each row of the equiseparation matrix is the linear
combination of two arbitrary rows ofH2p , this gives a stronger lower bound of2p−1 dimensions.

The results in [?] rely on the duality theorem that is presented there. This theorem states that for a sub-
spaceS and an orthantx, there exists a vectorv ∈ S whose signs exactly match the sign vector ofx if and
only if there does not exist a vectorv′ ∈ S⊥ whose signs match the sign vector ofx wheneverv′ is non-zero.
Therefore we can show that an arrangement is not realizable -by showing that such av′ exists.

In the interest of strengthening Förster’s lower bound, we reformulate it in geometric terms. The first step
in this is the construction of a bijection between aspects of his work and ours. This is captured in the theorem
below whose proof is in the appendix.

Theorem: For indexing setsX, Y , there existux, vy ∈ Rk with x ∈ X andy ∈ Y such thatM(x,y) =
sign < ux, vy > if and only if there existsB ∈ Rk×|Y | such that∀x ∈ X∃u′x ∈ R|Y | such thatux′ is within
the row span ofB andsign(u′x) = Mx whereMx is thexth row of M .

This theorem provides a geometric interpretation of Förster’s in the context of our equiseparation matri-
ces. This may allow help in extending it to take advantage of the structure ofM andB in a way that leads to
a stronger lower bound.

II.2 Results for specificn

Now we would like to look at results for specific small dimensions. These proofs have aspects that don’t eas-
ily extend to arbitrary dimensions. Here are a couple of techniques that work efficiently in lower dimensions.

First, to use these techniques, we need to make a few observations. Suppose we are trying to find an
equiseparation ofd points in anN -dimensional spaceA that is divided into orthants by coordinate hyper-
planes. Now let the sign vector of an orthant be the vector which gives the signs of the terms of any vector
in the orthant. If we find ad-dimensional subspaceB such thatB intersects a set of orthants of A whose
sign vectors are orthogonal, then such an equiseparation exists. This equiseparation can be found by placing
points in the orthants thatB intersects.

We break up the specific cases into considering Boolean or real matrices. When we restrict our consid-
erations of 4 dimensions to the Boolean case we have a stronger statement than in the real case. In [?], it is
shown that the4× 8 Boolean case is not realizable.

II.2.1 The Boolean Case

One technique for dealing with the equiseparation problem involves restricting ourselves to matrices whose
entries are±1. This restriction ofB is justified because the equiseparation problem is a threshold circuit
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problem.

So let the matrixB consist of entries from±1. In this technique, we are searching for a vectorx such that
Bx = 0 with x touching an orthant ofH2p . Finding such a vector shows that there exists a nonzero vector in
B⊥ that touches an orthant ofH2p . This then shows that B doesn’t intersect every orthant ofH2p . Therefore
an equiseparation doesn’t exist.

So now we must consider matrices of specific sizes. Ultimately, we’d like to prove a2p−1 lower bound
for equiseparations. We have a proof that there exists such a vector ifB is a 4 × 8 matrix. However, this
proof method doesn’t extend very well.

One possible extension we considered was embedding smaller matricesBk of size2k−1 × 2k in larger
matrices of2p−1 × 2p in the same recursive fashion as the Syvester form of the Hadamard matrix in the
following way:

Bk+1,k =
[

Bk Bk

Bk −Bk

]
and forp > k + 1,

Bp,k =
[

Bp−1,k Bp−1,k

Bp−1,k −Bp−1,k

]
The initial hope was that there could be dual/orthogonal realizations ofBp,k that do not directly lead to

dual/orthogonal realizations ofBk. Then by taking p large enough, it might be easier to find a realization.
This however does not work since there is a direct bijection between these realizations which is shown by the
following theorem whose proof is in the appendix.

Theorem: There exists a nonzero vectorx ∈ R2k

such thatBkx = 0 andx touchesHk
2 iff ∀p > k there

exists a nonzero vectory ∈ R2p

such thatBp,ky = 0 andy touchesHp
2 .

This then prevents us from using the4 × 8 boolean result in this way to gather information about the
general2p−1 × 2p case.

II.2.2 The Real Case

.
One approach that we took to attempt to find out if the4 × 8 real case was realizable was a Matlab pro-

gram. This program attempted to find contradictions based on inequalities of determinants formed by the
Grassman-Pluckerd relations from [?] and relations based on the Hadamard matrix. The time that this took
however made this program impractical. It did however lead to some observations about the nature of any
contradictions that could arise from these inequalities.

The inequalities from the Hadamard matrices were based on a characteristic of the row labels. For row
labelsa, b, andc, the rowa + b + c must have the same sign as the product of the signs of the original rows.
Similarly for the column labels. Now if we choose 5 row labels from the 8 possible inH8, we are guaranteed
to get exactly 1 such set of 4 row labels among the 5 total row labels. This then leads to an inequality involv-
ing 4 determinants. This type of inequality is illustrated below.

Let B be an arbitrary4× 8 matrix with entries from the reals. Also let its column labels be fromZ3
2. Let

the 5 labels chosen bea, b, c, a + b + c, and some other labeld. Also let < wxyz > represent the deter-
minant of the matrix with columnsw, x, y, andz. Then the inequality comes from considering the matrix
[abc(a + b + c)] and alternately replacing each row by the other columnd to get these 4 matrices. This uses
Cramer’s rule.
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< d b c (a + b + c) >< a d c (a + b + c) >< a b d (a + b + c) >< a b c d >< 0

These then gives(85) inequalities for a4× 8 matrixB from the structure of the Hadamard matrix. We can
also get inequalities based on Grassmanians. The idea is that these inequalities would form contradictions
with the Hadamard inequalities. The Grassman relations state that for column vectorsa, b, w, x, y, andz this
holds:

< a b w x >< a b y z > = < a b x y >< a b x z > + < a b w z >< a b x y >.

We may then organize these determinants by their column labels by noticing that flipping adjacent
columns negates the determinant of the matrix. Therefore we can get a set of determinants and assign signs
to some of them. This would dictate the signs of other determinants. We could then determine whether any
assignment of signs would avoid causing a contradiction. However the number of the determinants proved
prohibitive.

One thing that we investigated to speed up the program was the possible types of inequalities that could
give a contradiction. Then we could only look to see if these inequalities were implied by a particular assign-
ment. For example, with only three inequalities, all inequalities that give contradictions will be of the form:

A×B > C ×D,
E × C > A× F , and
F ×D > B × E

However we found that three inequalities were not sufficient to give us contradictions in all cases. The
program then continued searching for contradictions using a greater number of inequalities. This made the
program too slow for practical purposes.

II.3 Symmetry and its implications

This leads to a consideration of the symmetry of the polytopes. This then relates to considering which
transformations a particular polytope is invariant under. In terms of the equiseparation problem, finding the
symmetries of a polytope corresponds to finding which transformations preserve its cutting through the same
orthants ofH2p . This information would help in that it would provide a symmetric structure that could be
taken advantage of for arbitrary dimensions. There are more tools for dealing with symmetric polytopes than
for arbitrary polytopes. Ideally, it would be wonderful if we could find a polytope that was symmetric with
respect to all transformations. However, Peter Shor showed that this is not possible.

The consideration of these symmetries restricts the polytopes that we wish to consider to a much smaller
set. This relates to our belief that a solution to the equiseparation problem would not be naturalizable. The
symmetries of these polytopes would take advantage of a very specialized property of the equiseparation
problem. This is one of the methods suggested by Razborov and Rudich [?] that may allow a proof that isn’t
naturalizable and therefore may be useful in strong proofs of lower bounds.

III Appendix: Proofs

Theorem: For indexing setsX, Y , there existux, vy ∈ Rk with x ∈ X andy ∈ Y such thatM(x,y) = sign <

ux, vy > if and only if there existsB ∈ Rk×|Y | such that∀x ∈ X∃u′x ∈ R|Y | such thatux′ is within the row
span ofB andsign(u′x) = Mx whereMx is thexth row of M .

Proof:(⇒) Therefore in this case we are givenX, Y and theux’s andvy ’s. We must then construct an
appropriateB with satisfyingsign(u′x)’s. This is done by taking the columns ofB to be the givenvy ’s as
shown below:
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B =
[

v1 v2 ... v|Y |
]

B is then ak× |Y |matrix and letr1, r2, ..., rk represent thek rows ofB. Also letui
k denote theith term

of the vectoruk. Similarly letri
k denote theith term of the vectorrk.

Now, for eachj, let
u′j = u1

jr1 + u2
jr2 + ... + uk

j rk

Then it follows that,
u′j = (< uj , y1 >,< uj , y2 >, ..., < uj , y|Y | >).

This follows since theith term ofu′j will equalu1
jr

i
1 + u2

jr
i
2 + ... + uk

j ri
k. This equals< uj , yi > by the

definition of the inner product. SinceM(x,y) = sign < ux, vy >, this implies thatsign(u′x) = Mx since
eachith term ofu′x equals< ux, vi >. Also since for allj, u′j is in the row span ofB, this completes this
direction of the proof.

Proof:(⇐) In this case we are givenB and the vectorsu′x. We then go backwards from the previous
direction.

Let thevy ’s equal the columns of the matrixB. Now we must construct theux’s from theu′x’s. Since
eachu′x is in the row span ofB, eachu′x can be represented as:
u′x = a1r1 + a2r2 + ... + akrk for some constantsa1, ..., ak where thea’s are different for eachu′x.

Now letuk = (a1, a2, ..., ak). Then
u′j = (< uj , y1 >,< uj , y2 >, ..., < uj , y|Y | >).

This therefore implies thatM(x,y) = sign < ux, vy >. �

Theorem: There exists a nonzero vectorx ∈ R2k

such thatBkx = 0 andx touchesHk
2 iff ∀p > k there

exists a nonzero vectory ∈ R2p

such thatBp,ky = 0 andy touchesHp
2 .

Proof: (⇒) This is easily constructed by simply lettingy = [xxx...x] wherey is the composition of2p−k

x’s. Notice thatBp,k can be viewed as a composition of2k−1 × 2k matricesAi,j in such a way,

Bp,k =


A(0,0) A(0,1) ... A(0,p−k)

A(1,0) A(1,1) ... A(1,p−k)

. . . .

. . . .
A(p−k,0) A(p−k,1) ... A(p−k,p−k)


where eachAi,j = Bk. SinceBkx = 0, this obviously implies−Bkx = 0. Therefore it is easy to see

thatBky = 0.

Also notice thatH2p can be viewed in the same form asBp,k with eachAi,j = H2k . Also notice that∀j,
A1,j = H2k . Therefore sincex touches some row inH2k , this implies thaty touches some row in the first
2k−1 rows ofH2p . Thereforey satisfies the conclusion.

(⇐) Now assume that∃y such thatBp,ky = 0 andy touchesHp
2 . Now breaky into two halves,y1 and

y2, wherey1 is the first2p−1 elements andy2 is the second2p−1 elements. Then from the construction of
Bp,k, impliesBp−1,ky1 + Bp−1,ky2 = 0 andBp−1,ky1 −Bp−1,ky2 = 0. ThereforeBp−1,ky1 = 0.
This then implies thatBp−1,ky2 = 0. Sincey is nonzero, at least one ofy1 andy2 is nonzero. Letz denote
y1 if y1 is nonzero andy2 if y1 equals the zero vector.
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Now show thatz or−z touchesHp−1
2 . If z equalsy1, thenz must touchHp−1

2 sincey touchesHp
2 . This

comes from the recursive nature ofHp
2 . However ifz equalsy2, thenz touchesHp−1

2 or−Hp−1
2 for the same

reason. Soz or−z touchesHp−1
2 . Let z̄ denote the one that touchesHp−1

2 .

Since bothBp−1,kz = 0 andBp−1,k(−z) = 0, this shows that there exists a nonzero vector barz
such thatBp−1,kz̄ = 0 andz̄ touchesHp−1

2 . Therefore, by simple induction, there exists a nonzero vector

x ∈ R2k

such thatBkx = 0 andx touchesHk
2 . �
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